Ozone Pure Water, Inc. has a wide range of water treatment systems to
eliminate these "monsters" from your water!

Introducing the Latest Breakthrough in
Water Purification Technology!
Great Tasting Drinking Water at Your Kitchen Sink!
The USO-3 Under-The-Sink Water Treatment System:
Now you can have safer, good-tasting, chemicalfree, lead-free water at the convenience of your
kitchen sink. Thanks to the incredible USO-3
undersink ozone water purifier that gives you
bottled water quality at the touch of your faucet.
Use odor-free, clean, clear water for drinking,
cooking and sparkling trays of ice cubes.

How?... Ozone is a natural way of treating
water. It inactivates many compounds and
organics that are found in water as
contaminants. Lightning is the prime source
of ozone in nature. Unfortunately, it is not
convenient to keep lightning around the
house, so we have developed the USO-3 to
perform the same function, but in a small, safe
unit that fits under your kitchen sink, or in the
basement.

The USO-3 allows you to ozonate your own tap water to equal or better quality than
the expensive bottled water that you buy at the store or have delivered to your home.
(Most bottled water in stores states "ozonated" on the label.) No more running to a
machine. No need for home delivery. No more wasting valuable space for storage of
bulky water bottles. No more heavy lifting.

How It Works:
Pre-treated water from your
neighborhood water system * enters the The USO-3 Safely Reduces:

USO-3 and is exposed to ozone
generated in the unit. Then into a special
filter and on to your kitchen sink faucet.
It's all automatic and is maintenance free
(the unit requires only a periodic filter
change).

General Applications:
Pre-treated municipal/city
water
Treated underground water
(deepwell)
Spring or mineral water
(bottled)

Chlorine odor and taste
Chloroform and trihalomethanes
(the known cancer causing agent in
chlorinated water)
Lead, mercury, cadmium, heavy
metals. (Ordinary charcol filters do
not remove lead.) Protect children and
the unborn.
Cryptosporidium and giardia cysts.
(Remember the Milwaukee Crisis?)

* Not to be used on untreated well water that
contains iron, iron bacteria, sulphur, etc.
Contact manufacturer.

The USO-3 Is Economical
The low initial cost and long life of the USO-3 combined with an operating cost of
just pennies a month makes USO-3 ozonated water one of your most inexpensive
necessities. If you now use bottle water, the USO-3 can pay for itself in 18 months
or less. You use all of the water that passes through the system. There is no
wasted water as in some other systems, such as reverse osmosis units. For every
four gallons of water that passes through the reverse osmosis unit the yield is only
one gallon of treated water. In areas of high water and sewer rates,this is a
distinct advantage of the USO-3 -- and is ecologically attractive. So why take
chances with the water you drink?

It's simple to have water that meets or exceeds the U.S. Clean Water Act
standards and water that meets or exceeds all bottled water standards.

Do It Yourself
The USO-3 is compact and easy to install.

Requires no special tools or complicated plumbing hookup.
You can do it yourself or use a handyman or plumber, if you prefer.
The unit is freestanding and portable.
Because it requires no permanent attachment to the house, it can be
removed in minutes and taken with you when you move.

Satisfaction Is Guaranteed
The USO-3 comes with a 1-year warranty covering parts and labor.

Also Available: Treatment units for deepwell water, spring/mineral water
for bottling, commercial/industrial units, etc.
Please contact us direct at 941-377-9460 to order.

